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DNA Romance To Include A Speaking Interface Using The
AIMM Talking App Kit
February, 14th, 2021 - Denver, Colorado

Two leading-edge technology companies: DNA Romance, the genetic matchmaker and AIMM,
the talking AI Matchmaker have partnered to make your online dating experience better! No
longer will single people be left to go on a first date where there is clearly no “chemistry” since
DNA Romance predicts your levels of expected chemistry prior to your first meeting; and no
longer will you be alone on your dating journey since AIMM will be right there to hold your hand
as a dating coach until you meet that special someone.

DNA Romance has announced its plans to integrate AIMM’s Talking App Kit as an alternate
speaking interface for its existing customers. Talking is fast and efficient, requiring no button
pressing or learning of menu structures. This unique partnership brings together two cuttingedge technology companies that are helping to save the next generation from online dating
fatigue. DNA Romance has pioneered a genetic matchmaking algorithm that predicts romantic
chemistry using your DNA, and AIMM has pioneered the use of artificial intelligence as a
personal dating concierge and coach. The marriage of these two technologies will help to
integrate partner-seeking into your lifestyle. This also marks a first-attempt at an international
partnership for both companies, as DNA Romance is based in Vancouver, British Columbia, and
AIMM is based in Denver, Colorado.

Kevin Teman the founder of AIMM noted the “Talking App Kit provides an enjoyable, natural
conversation between the interface and the user, allowing the user to speak over it and interrupt
it, the kit that works offline, and can be integrated with any website saving years of development
time for anyone looking to quickly add a talking interface to their app”.

Dr. Timothy Sexton from DNA Romance noted that “this upgrade to DNA Romance will provide
our customers with an alternate interface, a speaking interface, that's not tied to the keyboard,
making the onboarding process easier and the site more enjoyable and accessible to everyone
including those with visual impairments"
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About DNA Romance LTD
DNA Romance is a DNA matchmaking app that uses your DNA to predict romantic chemistry
between you and your match online. DNA Romance also uses Myers–Briggs personality types
to determine personality compatibility. Like other dating apps, users also see each match's
photograph, allowing them to evaluate attraction to appearance. The company was incorporated
in September 2014 and launched its DNA matchmaking app in September 2017.
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About AIMM
AIMM, the Artificially Intelligent Matchmaker, started in 2017 as the first talking app on Apple’s
App Store. AIMM works by using the process of traditional human matchmaking, from the first
getting to know you process, which feels like an interview from a friend, to automatically
introducing you to people, and holding your hand and coaching you along the way. AIMM
represents the combination of human matchmaking in an easy to use process for individuals to
experience. AIMM has recently packaged its technology as a kit publicly available to all iOS
Developers that can now quickly turn their apps into talking apps. This will save time for
developers and make all apps an enjoyable experience for the user.
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